
Dear RGC Families and Guests, 
 
In light of the capacity limiting order from the Governor, Racine Gymnastics would like to reassure you that we 
have always had the health and safety of our members in mind. Because of this, RGC has followed a reduced 
capacity setting since we reopened in early Summer. Our staggered schedules, lowered class ratios, and 
capacity postings have always allowed us to operate at 25% or less of our building’s capacity long before the 
order was enacted. Our leadership at RGC met virtually with other gymnastics facilities around the state to 
adopt cohesive and mutually agreed upon standards to keep our families and staff safe, resulting in the 
policies you see.  
We could not accomplish keeping all of our staff and members safe without the combined effort of both of 
those groups, working to help each other. Thank you! You and your families’ efforts have helped us remain 
open to continue to provide a happy and healthy place for your children to learn and grow. 
 
In an effort to help us continue to be there for your kids indefinitely, we have a few reminders for everyone. 

1. As explained in our Health and Safety Agreement, in order to keep our building within the requested 
and safe capacity, we ask that older children be dropped off and picked up or have parents waiting in 
the car for class whenever possible. Younger children in preschool-aged programs should have only 
one parent or guardian wait for them in the building during class. By limiting spectators we can continue 
to have a healthy and sustainable number of little gymnasts out on the floor, while keeping everyone 
safe. 

2. Ensure that you are following the capacity limits for different areas of the building, like the 10 person 
capacity of our balcony area and 6 person capacity for each locker room. 

3. Masks are a requirement in our facility per state mandate and local ordinance. Participating students 
with special exemption are the only building patrons with exception to these. If, as a spectator, you are 
unable to wear a mask in our facility for the duration of the child’s class, we recommend waiting or 
watching from outside the facility in some form. 

4. Please remember to sanitize hands when you enter and exit our facility. 
5. If you or your child/children are feeling ill or running a fever within the 24 hours prior to their class, 

please do not have them attend. Remember you are welcome to make-up that missed class. 
 
Thank you to all our RGC families - new friends and long-time students - that have helped us get back up and 
running while keeping everyone safe and healthy! 
 
Warm regards, 
Racine Gymnastics Center 


